
Solitude:

Begin by reading William Wordsworth poem ‘I wandered lonely as a cloud’

Focus on the line ‘the bliss of solitude’

Why spend time alone?

Jesus gives us an example of the need for times of solitude: 

 ‘in the morning, while it was still dark, he got up and went to a deserted place, 
and there he prayed’ (Mk 1:35)

 ‘he was led by Spirit into the wilderness to be tested’ (Matthew 4.1)

 ‘he withdrew from there in a boat to a deserted place by himself’ (Matthew 
14.13)

 ‘he came out and went, as was his custom, to the Mount of Olives’ (Luke 
22.39)

 ‘then he withdrew about a stone’s throw from them and knelt down, and 
prayed’

Over the centuries Christian people have sought places of solitude.

For example Deserts, caves, monastic houses, mountains, and on pilgrimages  

Where might your special place be ? 

Solitude is a spiritual discipline (not forced but chosen).

For some will be natural, for others something to work on.

We can all practice getting into that place of aloneness with God. 

Time spent in solitude enables strength to be gained from intimacy with God.

Be prepared it can unearth things… when we are alone with ourselves

Allow God to bring healing in the silence 



Practical things to do:

 We will need to create space (physically & Mentally)

 Breathing and relaxation 

 Listen to noises around you and sound of your own breathing

 Can take practice to allow Holy Spirit to speak in the solitude ! 

 Allowing ourselves space and stillness for deep connection 

 Time not to be filled with words (gazing/listening)

 Can be in the company of others (isolating our spirit in the presence of God)



‘Solitude’

 a loft, an opening

 room to breathe

 into stillness

a window, light streams 

hard lines soften

possibilities emerge

a cell, a look out post

to look within

and a shuffling of priorities 

Ian Adams, ‘St Ives’

Some ways to practise solitude this week:

 Think about ways to find some personal space, and give that time to God 

 Commit to pause and take time to pray in quiet times 

 Journal your thoughts about being alone and solitude 


